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Fits lenses 4" - 5.5" long and up to 4"Ø Envy Strap™ & Hood Hat ™ available separately

The new FOLD-OVER POUCH™  –282 from OP/TECH USA adds even 
more convenience for carrying lens adaptors with tripod mounts. The 
unique shape accommodates these adaptors using the same materials 
and design features that have made the FOLD-OVER POUCH™ so 
popular over the years.
It's made from rugged, yet soft neoprene to provide exceptional 
cushioning for delicate equipment. It's also very convenient to use. 
Simply grasp the lid portion and turn it inside out for instant access to 
the pouch's interior. Once your adaptor is nestled safely within, just turn 
the lid right-side-out once more and you're set to go!
Don't forget the other nine sizes of FOLD-OVER POUCH™! You're sure 
to find one to fit your most popular lenses – from the smaller pancake 
lenses to lenses measuring up to 6.5" (16,5cm) long!  
Give the FOLD-OVER POUCH™–282 a try today!

• New unique shape accommodates most adaptors 
with tripod mounts

• Soft, durable neoprene protects adaptors against 
dust, moisture and impact

• Attached lid contains no marring hardware and 
offers added convenience and easy access

NEW SIZE! SOFT POUCH™–DIGITAL D-SERIES

NEW SIZE! FOLD-OVER POUCH™

Introducing our newest addition to the SOFT POUCH™–DIGITAL D-SERIES! 
The D-Midsize OS (Oversize) is perfect for the newest full-frame 
mirrorless cameras using today's most popular larger lenses. It's 
designed to fit lenses from 4" - 5.5" (10,2-14cm) l x up to 4" (10,2cm) Ø. 
See the chart below for a partial listing of cameras. If you don't see 
your camera listed, visit our website's PRODUCT FINDER to find the pouch 
that's best for your gear!

• Soft, durable neoprene pouch is ideal for most  full-
frame mirrorless cameras using larger lenses

•	 Protects	camera	and	lens	while	in	the	field	or	in	
storage

• Can be used in conjunction with a neck strap
•	 Nonmarring	snaps	securely	close	 the	flap	cover

SOFT POUCH™ –DIGITAL D-MIDSIZE OS
Stock # Description Approx. Size (w x h x d) Color

7401264 Digital, D-Midsize OS 5.5" x 3.75" x 7" (14 x 9,5 x 17,8cm) Black

Partial	list	of	cameras	that	fit	the	new	D–MIDSIZE	OS
Camera Brand Model
CANON EOS R, EOS R5, EOS R6
FUJI X-T4
NIKON Z5, Z6, Z7
OLYMPUS OM-D E-M1 Mark II, OM-D E-M1 Mark III
PANASONIC LUMIX DC-G9, DC-S5, DMC-L10, 
PENTAX K-1 MARK II
SONY Alpha a7 III, Alpha a7R III, Alpha a7R IV, Alpha a9II

New shape fits most adaptors with tripod mount Integrated cap simply folds over to close

FOLD-OVER POUCH™–282
Stock # Description Approx. Size* (Base Ø x L) Color

7801082 Fold-Over Pouch™ 282 2..8"Ø x 3.2" l x 2"h    
(7,1cm Ø x 8,1cm l x 5,1 cm h) Black

D-MIDSIZE OS
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Strap available separately Fits lenses up to 4"Ø

The DOUBLE	SLING™ from OP/TECH USA offers the same feel and fast 
action of the UTILITY	STRAP™–SLING… times two! Its U-shaped neoprene 
pad effectively distributes and balances the weight of two cameras while 
absorbing the shock of the photographer’s movements. The cameras glide 
up and down the strap with unparalleled ease and speed so photographers 
not only stay comfortable, they'll never miss a shot due to a tangled strap.
Using OP/TECH USA's exclusive UNI-LOOP™ CONNECTORS to attach 
the cameras, the tripod socket remains available. The strap also has added 
flexibility in that it can be adjusted to carry only one camera if desired. By 
simply adjusting one of the slings snugly under the arm, the U-shaped pad 
remains stable on the shoulders. 
The SLING	 STRAP	 ADAPTOR	 SYSTEM	 CONNECTOR™ used on the 
DOUBLE	SLING™ can be removed from the U-shaped pad and added to 
most other OP/TECH USA standard strap pads to create an over-the-shoulder 
sling strap. This interchangeable design gives the photographer flexibility to 
customize their gear to fit their ever-changing needs. Comfort, security and 
flexibility sum up the features of the DOUBLE	SLING™. Give it a try!

• Slings two cameras comfortably and securely 
• Unique neoprene pad design evenly disperses the 

weight and balances the gear at one's sides
• Easy to attach and fully adjustable
•	 Interchangeable	design	enables	the	user	to	convert	

from a dual to a single sling system or to quickly 
move a camera to another OP/TECH USA strap

DOUBLE SLING
Regular  

Approx. 24" - 30" (61 - 76,2cm)*
NEW! Small 

Approx. 21.5" - 25" (54,6 - 63,5cm)*
6501082 6501182

*Measured from top of shoulder to bottom of Uni-Loop Connector

NEW! GRASP-IT™ NEW SIZE! DOUBLE SLING™

Combine the	GRASP-IT™ with a belt and a shoulder strap/sling and it's 
like having a third hand to keep a camera firmly in place at the hip. It's 
the ideal solution for keeping the camera from bouncing around between 
shots. A belt loop option keeps the GRASP-IT™ from sliding on the belt. 
Simply place the lens [up to 4" (10 cm) diameter] through the opening 
and the camera rests comfortably on the GRASP-IT™. When not in 
use, it hangs flat at the side. The soft neoprene is comfortable to wear 
and won't scratch the camera's finish. It conveniently holds the camera 
when both hands are needed for other tasks, yet it remains immediately 
available at all times. Discover the freedom of the GRASP-IT™!

• Functions as a third hand to hold a camera at the 
side

• Use with a sling or shoulder strap for hands-free 
convenience

• Soft, durable neoprene snugly secures the camera 
without	marring	 the	finish

• Attaches to most any belt
•	 Belt	loop	slot	is	available	to	keep	the	GRASP-IT™  from 

sliding on belt

GRASP-IT™

Stock # Description Approx. Size (flat) Color
5301112 Grasp-It™ 5" x 8.25” (12,7 x 21cm) Black


